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Abstract Linguistic vagueness is a consequence of aggregating many judgments
into one. One of the distinguishing features of a vague linguistic predicate like heap
is its susceptibility to the “sorites paradox”: if 10,000 grains of sand makes a heap,
and if a heap of sand minus one grain is a heap, then pile of 1 grain is a heap. Yet
whether something is a heap depends on judgments along at least two dimensions,
height and width. Vague linguistic predicates, including gradable adjectives like
tall, have this judgment-aggregating character. Results from social choice theory—a
branch of economics dealing with collective decision making—show that judgment
aggregations face significant limitations. Semantically, these limitations manifest as
vagueness effects like susceptibility to the sorites paradox.
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1 A tale of two paradoxes

“Vagueness is semantic indecision,” David Lewis (1986: 213) said. He was right. I
think.

If vagueness is a type of decision problem, then the sorites paradox is a paradox
of decision making. The sorites paradox, most important of vagueness phenomena,
is traditionally attributed to Eubulides of Miletus in the 4th century BCE. In its
original form, the paradox goes like this:

(1) Premise 1: A pile of 10,000 grains of sand is a heap.
Premise 2: A heap of sand minus one grain is a heap.
Conclusion: A pile of 1 grain is a heap.

Notably, the vague word heap involves the aggregation of many judgments into one.
For example, whether something counts as a heap depends on judgments along at
least two dimensions, height and (base) width.

The aggregation of many judgments into one is also a feature of Condorcet’s
paradox, a paradox of collective decision making. In 1785, the Marquis de Condorcet
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noticed a curious feature of elections to the French Academy of Sciences. If three
equal blocks of voters had certain preferences among the available candidates (as in
(2)), then majority vote would fail to deliver an outcome.

(2) Block 1: Candidate A > Candidate B > Candidate C
Block 2: Candidate C > Candidate A > Candidate B
Block 3: Candidate B > Candidate C > Candidate A
Election: Candidate A > Candidate B > Candidate C > Candidate A

This paper argues that Condorcet’s paradox and the sorites paradox are two sides
of the same coin. They both arise from a common source, the aggregation of many
judgments into one. And in both cases, plausible constraints on the aggregation
process lead to paradox. These constraints are continuity (small changes in the input
of the aggregation process should lead to small changes in the output), unanimity
(where judgments agree, the aggregation process should reflect this agreement), and
anonymity (no judgment is more important than another).

In certain contexts, continuity, unanimity, and anonymity are not mutually consis-
tent. The sorites paradox and other vagueness effects result from this inconsistency.
For example, both Premise 1 and the Conclusion reflect the unanimity constraint:
10,000 grains is likely sufficient to qualify as a heap on both height and width
dimensions. Similarly, 1 grain is likely insufficient to qualify as a heap on either
height or width dimensions. On the other hand, Premise 2 embraces the constraints
of continuity and anonymity. Continuity, because a small change in the number of
grains should not take a pile from the positive extension of heap to the negative
extension of heap. Anonymity, because it seems implausible that there is a certain
number of grains that is somehow determinative.

The sorites paradox is paradoxical because it rests on inconsistent assumptions
about predicate meaning. In order to make this argument, I draw on the tools of
social choice theory (the branch of economics devoted to collective decision making)
to show how using a vague predicate is like a decision problem. I first use linguistic
evidence from “multidimensional” adjectives, like healthy, to prime the intuition
pump. Next, I extend this approach to adjectives like tall (section 3), providing
a more formal model in section 4. In section 5, I discuss purportedly non-vague
adjectives like full, and in section 6, I show how the “indecisional” approach accounts
for the desiderata of a theory of vagueness. Finally, I conclude with a brief survey of
this account’s other advantages.
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2 Priming the intuition pump

2.1 Vagueness distinguished

There is general agreement as to the types of core linguistic phenomena a theory of
vagueness must capture: participation in the sorites paradox, borderline cases, and
higher-order vagueness (Williamson 1994, Kennedy 2007). In one way or another,
these phenomena reflect the difficulty of drawing a boundary between the extension
and the anti-extension of a vague predicate—between, for example, the tall things
and the non-tall things.

The sorites paradox was illustrated above in (1). As the structure of the sorites
paradox reveals, it is applicable to a wide range of natural language expressions.
Common nouns like heap are susceptible, as are gradable adjectives (so-called
because they can appear in comparative constructions) like tall and red, as are
adverbs (very), quantifiers (many), verbs (start), proper names (Chicago), and
definite descriptions (the border between Illinois and Iowa) (van Rooij 2011).

Vague predicates also have “borderline cases.” When a vague predicate is applied
to a borderline case, we are not sure if the resulting proposition is true or false.
Indeed, we are indecisive. Even if we know Clarence’s exact height, the argument
goes, we may still be unsure whether Clarence qualifies as tall (and hence unsure
whether the proposition Clarence is tall is true).

As Williamson (1994) shows, the presence of borderline cases is not sufficient to
ensure vagueness. For example, it may be possible to define a predicate definitely-
tall* such that people above 180cm in height fall into its extension, people 170cm
or below do not, and we remain noncommittal about the rest. The people between
170cm and 180cm in height might fairly be called borderline cases, yet definitely-
tall* is not vague in the same way as its natural-language counterpart definitely
tall. In particular, while a predicate like definitely-tall* has an identifiable boundary
between the definitely-tall* entities and the borderline cases—180cm—the natural-
language definitely tall does not. This is the essence of higher-order vagueness:
boundarylessness in a predicate’s extension.

Thus, vague predicates may be distinguished from non-vague predicates on the
basis of how entities are sorted into their denotations. With non-vague predicates,
like the mathematical predicate even, it is reasonably clear (or could be made clear)
for any entity whether it falls within or without the boundaries of the predicate’s
denotation. In contrast, vague predicates seem to have blurry denotation boundaries.
We can identify clear cases of an entity being tall, for instance, but we are hard-
pressed to identify the shortest tall entity.

This sorting problem distinguishes vagueness from ambiguity or underspeci-
fication. An ambiguous word like bank has two (or more) semantically distinct
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meanings; disambiguation requires solving a mapping problem between sound (or
some other representation) and meaning (Kennedy 2011). In contrast, vague pred-
icates involve meanings with unclear boundaries; interpreting a vague predicate
requires solving a sorting problem among the relevant entities. Thus, ambiguous
words do not display vagueness effects like borderline cases, at least not on account
of their distinct meanings. For example, there is generally no borderline case be-
tween “financial institution” and “shore of a river” implicated by each use of bank.
Nor is vagueness something like generality or underspecification. The utterance A
woman wrote Middlemarch is perhaps underspecified for the author role, but it is not
vague in terms of the sorites or borderline cases (at least not because the proposition
uses the phrase a woman rather than George Eliot) (Williamson 1994).

2.2 Choice theory for adjectival semantics

The problem of sorting the tall entities from the non-tall entities is equivalent to
the problem of choosing the tall entities from the rest. In economics, the problem
of choosing is usually analyzed through the modeling of choice behavior in which
one agent chooses a most preferred option among a range of options according to
a consistent criterion (Sen 1970). A similar approach is applicable to adjectival
semantics.

Indeed, such an approach is familiar, road-tested, and easy to reconcile with
more traditional theories of adjectival semantics. First, choice functions are already
a familiar tool in the semantics toolbox. Perhaps their most conspicuous use appears
in the analysis of indefinites, free choice items, and quantifiers (see Reinhart 1997,
Winter 1997, Giannakidou 2004 and many others). But they also pop up in modal
semantics (see, e.g., Kratzer 1981), focus semantics (Reich 2004), and other areas.
Their flexibility makes them attractive.

Choice functions are defined as follows. Let X be a set of available options. This
is usually available goods, like beer, but it could just as easily be something more
complex, like proposals for improving civic transportation. Define a choice structure
as in (3):1

(3) (B,C(·)), where

a. B is a family of nonempty subsets of X ; that is, every element of B is a
set B⊂ X , and

1 This is equivalent to Reinhart’s (1997: 372) definition:

(1) A function f is a choice function (CH( f )) if it applies to any non-empty set and yields a
member of that set.
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b. C(·) is a choice rule that assigns a nonempty set of chosen elements for
every set B; that is, C(B)⊂ B.

An example of a choice structure is (4).

(4) (B,C(·)), where X = {x,y,z} and B = {{x,y},{x,y,z}}. The choice rule
C(·) may be defined as C({x,y}) = {x} and C({x,y,z}) = {x,y}.

If we are only interested in choice behavior that is consistent or reasonable in
some sense, then we can impose restrictions on this behavior. For example, we
would be surprised if an individual chose x from the set {x,y} but y from the set
{x,y,z}, so we can eliminate this possibility by imposing an additional consistency
axiom as in (5) (the axiom in (5) is sometimes called the Weak Axiom of Revealed
Preference (WARP)).

(5) If for some B ∈B, with x,y ∈ B, we have x ∈C(B), then for any B′ such that
x,y ∈ B′, and y ∈C(B′), we must also have x ∈C(B′).

Second, this approach is straightforwardly extendable to an analysis of adjectival
semantics, and van Rooij’s (2011) account proceeds along these lines. Building on
Klein’s (1980) framework, van Rooij treats gradable adjectives as choice functions,
selecting entities from the comparison class (the set of entities somehow relevant
to the interpretation of the gradable adjective).2 The gradable adjective P can be
“thought of as a choice function, selecting the best elements of [the comparison
class] c” (van Rooij 2011: 140).

If the comparison class forms the set of available options, the next question is
how to model the choice rule among these options. Van Rooij imposes conditions
not unlike those in (5). For example, he wants to rule out the case in which a counts
as P in the comparison class {a,b,d} but a does not count as P in the comparison
class {a,b}.3 By imposing conditions like (5), van Rooij generates a weak order

2 For example, a sentence like Ruth is tall appears to make little sense unless we are comparing
Ruth’s height to the height of relevant individuals (Klein 1980). The set of relevant individuals is the
comparison class.

3 This condition and others like it are analogous to Klein’s (1980) “Consistency Postulate” (1).

(1) For entities a,b and predicate P, if a counts as P in comparison class c, and if b ≥ a with
respect to the ordering of the domain of P, then b counts as P in c. Similarly, for a comparison
class c′ in which a counts as ¬P and if a≥ b, then b counts as ¬P in c′.

Notably, Klein’s Consistency Postulate and WARP both impose a weak order (transitive and complete)
on the relevant domains. Van Rooij himself imposes the following axioms on the behavior of the
choice function.

(2) a. If c⊆ c′, then P(c′)∩ c⊆ P(c).

b. If c⊆ c′ and c∩P(c′) 6= /0, then P(c)⊆ P(c′).

These axioms (and one other) also generate a weak order.
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height

john

tall(john)

Figure 1 Measure functions.

among the P entities, thereby deriving the “penumbral connections” that account for
the behavior of gradable adjectives across comparison classes (Fine 1975).

Third, familiar degree-theoretic accounts can be recast in choice theoretic terms
easily enough. On one prominent theory of this type, gradable adjectives like tall
are measure functions that map an entity to a position on a one-dimensional scale
of height, as in Fig. 1 (Kennedy 1999). These measure functions combine with a
phonologically null morpheme to derive the denotation in (20).

(6) JtallK = λx.tall(x)≥ s(tall)

Loosely paraphrased, x is tall if x’s height is significantly greater than some “standard
of comparison,” which represents the cutoff point between positive and negative
extensions.4 The choice rule associated with this type of “significant difference”
approach accounts for behavior across comparison classes by generating a semi-order
among the P entities (Luce 1956).5

Therefore, the choice-functional approach and more traditional approaches to
adjectival meaning are closely related. In both cases, the meaning of a vague
predicate like happy comes down to choosing the happy entities from the rest. So
what is the choice rule for happiness (an important question indeed)?

2.3 Multidimensional adjectives as collective choice functions

Adjectives like happy involve another complication: they are multidimensional.
Multidimensional adjectives are associated with multiple dimensions (or criteria)

4 Less loosely: the standard-setting function s “is a context-sensitive function that chooses a standard
of comparison in such a way as to ensure that the objects that the positive form is true of ‘stand out’
in the context of utterance, relative to the kind of measurement that the adjective encodes” (Kennedy
2007: 17).

5 The ability to generate a choice out of some set and the ability to impose some sort of ordering on that
set are closely connected (Mas-Colell et al. 1995: §1D). In what follows, I sometimes talk of choices
and sometimes of orderings or rankings. For my purposes, there is no harm in this alternation.
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of evaluation (Kamp 1975, Klein 1980, Sassoon 2013a,b).6 For example, similar,
identical, typical, normal, good, happy, and healthy are all multidimensional ad-
jectives. Whether Clarence is healthy intuitively depends on a number of factors
simultaneously, like blood pressure, heart function, cholesterol levels, and more.
Context normally supplies the relevant dimensions.

Sassoon (2013a) provides a number of ways to identify multidimensional adjec-
tives. For example, it is possible to specify a dimension overtly with prepositional
phrases like with respect to or in, as in (7).7 Such specifications are not available for
unidimensional adjectives.

(7) a. John is healthy with respect to blood pressure.
b. * The wedding is long {with respect to, in} temporal duration (but not

with respect to space).

It is also possible to quantify over multiple dimensions, as in (8).

(8) a. Elena is healthy in {every respect, some respects, most respects}.
b. * The table is long in {all, most, three, some} respects.

And it is possible to except dimensions from consideration, as in (9).

(9) a. Ruth is healthy except with respect to her cholesterol.
b. * The table is long except with respect to temporal duration.

These tests suggest that an adjective like healthy is sensitive to multiple dimensions,
whether as overt semantic arguments or not.

Multidimensional adjectives also display vagueness effects like borderline cases
(as in 10) and sorites premises (as in 11).

(10) A person with low blood pressure, low cholesterol, and a low heart rate is
healthy. A person with high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and a high heart
rate is not healthy. Is a person with low blood pressure, low cholesterol, and
a high heart rate healthy? A person with mid-values for all the measures?

(11) A person whose systolic blood pressure is one unit higher than a healthy
person’s is healthy.

While these patterns hold for the great majority of multidimensional adjectives,
these patterns are not exceptionless. Multidimensional adjectives like identical and
different are not vague according to these tests (12), at least insofar as they are
felicitous.8

6 The sense in which “dimension” is used here is distinct from another use in semantic theory meant to
distinguish between at-issue and implicated meaning (Potts 2005).

7 Interestingly, Lakoff (1973) considers such expressions “hedging” expressions.
8 As Alrenga (2010) notes, these adjectives may actually be comparatives. For example, these adjectives

take two arguments in their intended interpretation (1), and I suspect this comparative character is
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(12) # A person 1mm shorter in height than a person to whom they are identical
is identical to that person.

In choice theoretic terms, multidimensional adjectives are collective choice
functions: they aggregate choices along multiple dimensions. For instance, in a
possible extension of the degree-theoretic approach, healthy is a measure function
that maps an entity to a position on a one-dimensional scale of healthiness, as in
Fig. 1 (replacing “height” with “healthiness” and tall with healthy). But how is
the one-dimensional healthiness scale constructed from the multiple dimensions of
healthiness? The most plausible answer is that measures along cholesterol, blood
pressure, or other contextually relevant dimensions are somehow aggregated to
produce a single scale along which entities may be compared.9

Social choice theory, the branch of economics concerning the aggregation of
judgments, places significant limits on whether such aggregations are possible.
These limits are represented by Arrow’s Theorem, a generalization of Condorcet’s
paradox. Recall Condorcet’s paradox, repeated below.

(2) Block 1: Candidate A > Candidate B > Candidate C
Block 2: Candidate C > Candidate A > Candidate B
Block 3: Candidate B > Candidate C > Candidate A
Election: Candidate A > Candidate B > Candidate C > Candidate A

The election “cycles,” and cycling is a failure of transitivity. That is, it is possible
to conclude that Candidate A beats Candidate B, Candidate B beats Candidate C,
but Candidate A does not beat Candidate C. Arrow’s Theorem states that there is
no collective decision procedure that respects certain reasonable assumptions and
avoids intransitivity (Arrow 1950).

To see how multidimensional adjectives are collective choice functions, replace
the ranked alternatives with members of the comparison class and the voters with
dimensions. Suppose there are three members of the comparison class (John,

responsible for their anomalousness. Importantly, similar also has this character, yet it does display
vagueness effects (thanks to Malte Willer, p.c., for this observation). I leave a fuller exploration of
these adjectives to future work.

(1) a. * Nevada is identical.

b. Nevada is identical to Utah.

9 The single-scale also requirement is important for deriving the semantics of comparatives like Elena
is healthier than Ruth.
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Steven, and Ruth) and three dimensions (blood pressure, cholesterol, and heart rate)
contextually relevant to the interpretation of healthy, as in (13).10

(13) bp: john > ruth > stephen
cholesterol: stephen > john > ruth
heart rate: ruth > stephen > john

This table should look familiar. As Égré & Klinedinst (2011: 10) rightly worry,
multidimensional adjectives may possibly give rise to “intransitivities of a kind
familiar in social choice theory (a may be judged more clever than b along one
dimension, b more clever than c along another, and c more clever than a along a
third).”

Indeed, intransitivities are the first reason to look closely at analogies between
collective choice functions and the semantics of multidimensional adjectives. Ar-
row’s Theorem tells us that, under certain assumptions, collective choice functions
will be intransitive. The proof of intransitivity in the semantics of multidimensional
adjectives is in the sorites paradox (14) (systolic blood pressure of 180 or above puts
you into “hypertensive crisis,” which is not healthy).

(14) Premise 1: A person whose systolic blood pressure is 100 is healthy.
Premise 2: A person whose systolic blood pressure is one unit higher than a
healthy person’s is healthy.
Conclusion: A person whose systolic blood pressure is 180 is healthy.

The sorites premise (“Premise 2”) is often taken to stand for the notion that the
indifference relation (sometimes represented by the symbol ∼) is transitive, as in
(15).

(15) a∼ b and b∼ c→ a∼ c

The absurd conclusion tells us this isn’t right: at some point in the sorites series we
pass from a healthy person to an unhealthy person, which means that there exist
entities a,b, and c such that (16) is true.11

(16) a∼ b and b∼ c but a� c

Cobreros et al. (2012) build a theory of vagueness based on intransitivities like (16).
Second, in both the sorites paradox and Condorcet’s paradox, small changes that

seemingly do not matter can add up to large changes that do matter. Ackerman (1994)
provides an example based on Tversky 1969. Suppose that Sonia is looking for a

10 The application of Arrow’s Theorem to individual decision making has a lengthy pedigree, including
work by Arrow himself. See Arrow & Raynaud 1986, Greene et al. 2001, Livnat & Pippenger 2006,
Weyl 2009, Okasha 2011, Katz 2011, Stegenga 2013, Morreau 2015.

11 This is not the conclusion that everyone draws from the sorites paradox. But it is one plausible
conclusion.
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used car. Sonia’s main criterion is price, but she is insensitive to small differences in
price, say $50 and under. For pairs of cars close in price, she will decide by picking
the car with the lower mileage.

(17) Car Price Mileage
Car A $7550 35,000
Car B $7510 38,000
Car C $7470 41,000

Sonia’s choice rule ranks Car A above Car B, Car B above Car C, and Car C above
Car A. Sonia has intransitive preferences, though on the face of things Sonia’s choice
rule seems quite reasonable.

Ackerman (1994: 134) suggests that the “paradox of intransitive preferences is
reducible to the sorites paradox”, but I will argue that it is the other way around. The
sorites paradox is a paradox of collective decision making, and vagueness results
from the limitations of the collective decision making process.

3 Multidimensionality for unidimensional adjectives

One-dimensional adjectives appear to fit uneasily into this type of account. Ad-
jectives like long, tall, expensive—so-called “relative” adjectives—are vague, but
they are not sensitive to contextually relevant dimensions (7b, 8b, 9b, repeated from
above).

(7b) * The wedding is long {with respect to, in} temporal duration (but not with
respect to space).

(8b) * The table is long in {all, most, three, some} respects.

(9b) * The table is long except with respect to temporal duration.

It’s possible, of course, that vagueness effects in unidimensional adjectives and
multidimensional adjectives stem from different sources, but this approach seems to
miss a generalization.

Rather, unidimensional adjectives are also collective choice functions. To see
this, it will first be useful to rehearse the old observation that vague (unidimensional)
adjectives are context-sensitive in more than one way. Norm-based adjectival stan-
dards (like the average height, or height of the majority, etc. for tall) are too rigid
to support the boundarylessness of vague predicates (Kamp 1975). For example, a
person may be taller than average and yet not tall (Kennedy 2007). Furthermore,
a sorites paradox is possible for tall even if the heights of all the entities in the
comparison class are known; for a norm-based standard alone, this is impossible.

Second, evidence from implicit comparisons suggests that adjectival standards
incorporate more than one type of information. As Kennedy (2007) shows, implicit
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comparisons like (18a) are incompatible with “crisp judgments,” judgments based on
small but noticeable differences in degree. In (18a), the positive form long conveys
the fact that there is an asymmetric ordering between two objects along some
dimension, just like the explicit comparative form longer (18b). In particular, both
(18a) and (18b) can be used to make a claim about a 100-page book in opposition to
a 50-page book. However, implicit comparison is infelicitous in contexts requiring
crisp judgments. For example, (18a), but not (18b), is infelicitous when used to
make a claim about a 100-page book and a 99-page book.

(18) a. This book is long compare to that book.
b. This book is longer than that book.

As Kennedy (2007: 18) explains, “Since . . . long is true of an object if and only if
it stands out in length in the context of evaluation, an assertion of [(18a)] involves
a commitment to the highly unlikely position that a difference of one page could
actually be relevant to whether a book of the size of the two under consideration
stands out in length or not.” The semantics of long takes into account more than
a judgment about some cutoff point between long and not long; it also takes into
account a “threshold” value between the long entities and the not long entities.12

This multicriterial approach to adjectival standards is mirrored in other analyses
of vagueness phenomena. For instance, Kennedy’s threshold semantics finds its
reflection in the semi-orders of van Rooij’s (2011) contextualist account and in Fara’s
(2002) “interest relative” account.13 Fara (2002: 64-65) writes that “the property
expressed context-invariantly by tall is a property which is such that whether a thing
has it depends not only on heights, but on other things as well,” including “what
our interests are.” For yet another example, supervaluationist approaches rely on
an interpretation function that simultaneously takes into account multiple adjectival
cutoffs (Fine 1975, Kamp 1975, Sassoon 2013b). According to these theories, an
entity that exceeds all the relevant cutoffs for height counts as tall, an entity that
exceeds none of the cutoffs counts as not tall, and an entity that exceeds some but
not all cutoffs counts as neither tall nor not tall.

As approaches to vagueness phenomena, many-valued logics also confirm the
multicriteriality of adjectival standards. For example, Cobreros et al. (2012) and

12 Kennedy also points out that this effect is more general. For example, it appears when the positive
form is used in a definite description.

(1) Pass me the long book.

(2) Pass me the longer book.

13 Notably, van Rooij’s (2011) semi-orders and Kennedy’s threshold account both involve intransitive
inferences of the same sort that arises in Condorcet’s paradox. See example (17) and the surrounding
text.
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Burnett (2014) develop a notion of “tolerant truth” in order to model vagueness
effects like borderline cases, which (the authors argue) admit contradictions (19).

(19) Clarence is tall and Clarence is not tall.

However, in these accounts borderline cases are only possible in models with three
or more entities in the comparison class (Cobreros et al. 2012: 354). This suggests
that vague predicates make use of distributional information from the comparison
class.

Indeed, experimental evidence suggests that classification under adjectives such
as tall depends not only on entity’s height but also on how the heights of other
entities in the comparison class are distributed (Solt & Gotzner 2012, Schmidt et al.
2009). Others argue that metric distance from a prototype plays a role (Kamp &
Partee 1995, Douven et al. 2013), and still others that the shape of the probabilistic
distribution of heights plays a role (Lassiter & Goodman 2015).

However the standard of tall is fixed, multiple types of information figure into
the fixing. Instead of associating tall’s adjectival standard with one value based on
height, we can instead associate the standard with a vector of several values based on
different kinds of information. For example, tall’s standard may be associated with a
vector in two dimensions, where the first value specifies height and the second value
specifies an ordinal rank in the comparison class, as in (20a). Or perhaps a vector in
three or more dimensions, as in (20b).

(20) a. s(tall) = (height, ordinal rank)

b. s(tall) = (height, ordinal rank, distance from prototype, . . . )

This is what I mean by multidimensionality for unidimensional adjectives. Here it
will be useful to be more careful about terminology. I will refer to a particular vector
of values (a,b, . . .) as a cutoff.

Once we make the move of associating an adjectival standard with a multidimen-
sional cutoff, it becomes clear that we have associated the standard with multiple
such cutoffs. This is because multiple cutoffs may be truth-conditionally indis-
tinguishable. For example, a cutoff specifying an average height and a threshold
value of ε may be indistinguishable from a cutoff specifying a height of (average
height−1mm) and a threshold value of (ε +1mm).

If we have multiple cutoffs, we need a way of choosing one from the others.
That is, we need a choice rule, and I reserve the term standard for way of choosing
from the potential cutoffs. Following cognitive approaches like Douven et al. 2013,
Lassiter & Goodman 2015, I also assume the availability of multiple standards in
the same context. In some ways, this recapitulates the central insight of supervalua-
tionism, in which the standard-setting function looks to multiple different ways of
“making precise” a vague predicate. More importantly, the availability of multiple
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different standards in the same context accounts for the felicity of seeming contra-
dictions like (19). On this view, (19) is really something like (21a).14 Contrast this
with (21b), which is a true contradiction. Notably, the example in (21a) uses the
same “respect” locution as used with multidimensional adjectives.

(21) a. In one respect, Clarence is tall, and in another respect, Clarence is not tall.

b. # In one respect, Clarence is tall, and in that same respect, Clarence is not
tall.

The semantic task for unidimensional adjectives is to aggregate the choices of
multiple standards into a single standard. This becomes the “standard of compari-
son.” Unidimensional adjectives are therefore collective choice functions, and they
are subject to paradoxes of collective choice.

4 Collective choice functions and vagueness effects

Under certain plausible assumptions, collective choice functions fail to guarantee
a transitive outcome. Under those same assumptions, gradable adjectives generate
vagueness effects. This is not a coincidence.

4.1 A topological collective choice paradox

Generalizing Arrow’s Theorem, Chichilnisky (1982) provides a topological proof
of the paradox of collective choice.15 This proof is informally presented by Saari
(1997) and Baigent (2010). Suppose Nino and Elena want to go camping along the
shore of a perfectly circular lake. Nino and Elena may prefer the same geographic
location along the shore, or they may not. If they agree on the location, that is where
they will camp. Call this feature of the decision rule “unanimity.” And the decision
will not depend on who chose what: if Elena picks location 1 and Nino picks location
2, the outcome (whatever it is) will be the same as if Nino picked location 1 and
Elena picked location 2. Call this feature of the decision rule “anonymity.” Finally,
the decision rule should be “relatively insensitive to small changes in individual
preference” (Chichilnisky 1982: 337). This last requirement brings a kind of stability
into the decision rule (Lauwers 2009). Call this feature “continuity.”

14 This may be an example of Ripley’s (2011) “non-indexical contextualism” response to borderline
case contradictions (see also Alxatib & Pelletier (2011)).

15 I present Chichilnisky’s (1982) version of the collective choice paradox, rather than Arrow’s (contra
Grinsell (2013)), for two reasons. First, Chichilnisky’s result makes the tension between “lo-
cal” domains and “global” domains more apparent. This will be important in section 6. Second,
Chichilnisky’s assumptions are formulated in a way more directly translatable to adjectival semantics.
Notably, Baryshnikov (1997) suggests a way to translate between the discrete Arrowian framework
and the continuous Chichilniskian framework.
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Figure 2 Aggregation of location preferences along a circular lake.

Let S denote the shore of the lake, let e be the location Elena picks, n the location
Nino picks, and let f (e,n) be the compromise choice, the result of aggregating Elena
and Nino’s preferences. Then a decision rule that chooses f (e,n) such that f (e,n)
represents the unique shortest (arc) distance between e and n is both unanimous and
anonymous. It is unanimous because, if e = n, then f (e,n) = e = n. It is anonymous
because f (e,n) = f (n,e).

However, it is not continuous. Holding e fixed, as in Fig. 2, if Nino’s preferred
location n moves continuously in a counterclockwise direction, so does f (e,n)—
until, that is, n reaches the antipode of e, in which case f (e,n) abruptly jumps to the
other side of the lake. Chichilnisky’s theorem generalizes this behavior.

Chichilnisky’s theorem There is no continuous aggregation rule f : S×S→ S

that satisfies unanimity and anonymity.

In terms of our example, there is no “fair” way to aggregate the location pref-
erences along the shore of the lake. Any way we try to give Nino and Elena an
equal say over the outcome, we will be stymied so long as we treat closely located
camping spots similarly.

4.2 A social choice paradox for adjectival semantics

The camping problem and the sorites paradox are alike in more ways than that they
are both a bit sandy. To construct an analogy between Chichilnisky’s social choice
paradox and the sorites paradox, it remains to show that the space of standards
is analogous to a circular lake, and that adjectives obey the relevant analogues to
unanimity, anonymity, and continuity.

In the camping example, the aggregation function aggregated locations along the
shore of a lake. A location s on the shore represents a preference ranking (rather than
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a mere alternative) among all locations, defined in the following manner: s′ ∈ S is
ranked at least as high as s′′ ∈ S iff s′ is at least as close to s as s′′. Understood in
this way, the aggregation function f aggregates preferences, which is the precise
problem addressed by social choice theory.

It is also possible to interpret adjectival standards as representing preferences in
a circular (or spherical) choice space. An aggregation of these standards constitutes
a collective choice subject to Chichilnisky’s result.

We take our choice space X to be a subset of R×R× . . .×R = Rn. In
Chichilnisky’s native habitat of consumer theory, the elements of the choice space
may be bundles of goods, like 5 bottles of wine and 4 bottles of beer, represented
by the ordered pair (5,4). In our interpretation, the elements will be bundles of
information of the type that determines potential cutoffs. Recall the possible vector
for the cutoff of tall (20a).

(20a) s(tall) = (height, ordinal rank)

An ordered tuple (5,4) in this context would stand for a height of 5 (in relevant
units) and an ordinal rank of 4 in the comparison class. This represents a potential
cutoff between the extension and anti-extension of a gradable adjective.

To interpret preferences over X—to answer what it means to prefer one cutoff
over another—we may consider any reasonably consistent (i.e., transitive, complete,
and continuous) choice rule.16 This choice rule corresponds to an adjectival standard.
For example, following Lassiter & Goodman (2015), a probability-based standard
may assign different probabilities to different cutoffs ~v and ~v. Similarly, different
norm-based standards (like a mean-based standard and a mode-based standard) may
assign different values to ~v and ~v depending on their (positive or negative) distance
from the norm, just as a prototype-based standard may assign different values to ~v
and ~v depending on their closeness in conceptual space to some prototype (Douven
et al. 2013). And there may be standards that represent some combination of
judgments—for instance, a standard that combines norm-based and threshold-based
determinations.17 The following table illustrates the analogy between aggregating
adjectival standards and Chichilnisky’s setup.

(22) camping Chichilnisky adjectival semantics
elems. of choice space locations alternatives cutoffs
choosers campers voters standards

16 Chichilnisky used a utility function u : X → [0,∞) that assigns to elements of X some “utility.” A
point x ∈ X is preferable to a point y ∈ X , written xRy, iff u(x)≥ u(y).

17 Such a standard might take into account threshold values only for those cutoffs that reach the norm,
for example.
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(a)

~vs

(b)

~vs

(c)

~vs

~vs

Figure 3 Gradient vectors from (a) and (b) in a unit circle.

The diversity of adjectival standards likely means that different standards will
prefer different cutoffs.18 Moreover, we expect the assignment of values by the
relevant standards to generate (linear) indifference sets or equivalence classes. A
norm-based standard may rank the (5,4) tuple equivalently to the (5,3) tuple for
the simple reason that the norm-based standard only cares about mean height, not
relative position in the comparison class. The “gradient vector” of these indifference
sets indicates the direction of greatest increase in along the relevant standard, as ~vs
and ~vs in Fig. 3(a) and (b). In other words, the gradient vector points in the direction
of cutoffs ranked highest by the relevant standard.

Following Chichilnisky, we consider ordinal preferences among the standards as
a simplifying assumption. (The introduction of cardinal preferences does not avoid
Chichilnisky’s result, but I assume that we are interested in a choice of standard, not
a cardinal ranking of standards.) Therefore, we normalize these gradient vectors to
length 1, ignoring preference strength. Now, without loss of generality, we can lift
these vectors and place them at the origin of a unit circle S (Fig. 3(c)). This makes it
easy to see that each point on S represents a standard—namely, the standard whose
unit vector points to that location on S (Lauwers 2009).

An aggregation rule is a map F (as in 23) from a tuple of standards to a single
standard.

(23) F : S×S× . . .×S −→ S

18 Indeed, Chichilnisky’s result only works for suitably diverse voters. Adjectivally speaking, the failure
of diversity results in absolute adjectives. See section 5.
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This recalls the camping problem (Fig. 2). The set of standards involved in the
interpretation of an adjective like tall can be represented as points along the boundary
of a circle, just like camping spots along a lakeshore.

Accordingly, if the map F is continuous, unanimous, and anonymous, then F
does not exist (see the Appendix for a more involved sketch of this proof follow-
ing Lauwers 2009). Formally, the three assumptions unanimity, anonymity, and
continuity look like (24).

(24) a. Unanimity: for each point p ∈ S, f (p, p, . . . , p) = p.

b. Anonymity: for any p,q ∈ S, f (p,q) = f (q, p).

c. Continuity: for any map f :Rm→Rk, the map f is continuous at p ∈Rm

if

i. for each ε > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that | f (q)− f (p)|< ε as soon
as |q− p|< δ .19

Unanimity and anonymity appear to be reasonable constraints on the choice of
adjectival standard. For example, unanimity implies that if every relevant standard
would rank x as tall, then x is tall.20 Similarly, if every relevant standard would judge
x as not tall, then x is not tall. Anonymity reflects the idea that there is no contextually
relevant standard that is somehow more important than another. Formally, the
aggregation rule is invariant under permutations of the incoming standards. At least
for relative adjectives, this seems like an uncontroversial assumption.

Continuity is more controversial. In topological social choice, continuity is
sometimes explained as “stability.” For example, if Nino suddenly changes his
opinion and claims that his favorite camping site is a site next to his previous choice,
then the output of the aggregation rule should change at most to a site next to the
previous one. As Lauwers (2009: 454) explains, “Continuity is a form of stability of
the social outcome with respect to small changes in the individual preferences.”

Tolerance is just this kind of stability. The notion of tolerance (35) has played a
prominent role in theories of vagueness.21

19 This is only one possible definition of continuity consistent with the theorem. The definition of
continuity is dependent on the particular topology imposed on the space of standards (that is, what
constitutes the “open” sets).

(1) Continuous map: Let X and Y be topological spaces. A map f : X → Y is called continuous
if the inverse image of opens sets is always open. (Janich 1984)

The particular topology need only reduce to the Euclidean topology, and “any reasonable topology,
certainly any topology which has been used on preference spaces, satisfies this condition” Heal (1997:
3).

20 This is analagous to “supertruth” in supervaluationism (Williamson 1994).
21 See Cobreros et al. 2012 for a recent tolerance-based approach.
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(25) a. Suppose the objects a and b are observationally indistinguishable in the
respects relevant to P; then either both a and b satisfy P or neither of them
does. (Kamp 1981)

b. P(a)∧a∼ Pb→ P(b)

Vague predicates are said to be tolerant, as the second premise of the sorites paradox
(26) demonstrates.

(26) Premise 1: A 2m tall woman is tall.
Premise 2: Any woman 1mm shorter than a tall woman is tall.
Conclusion: Therefore, a 1m tall woman is tall.

A vague predicate like tall is tolerant in the sense that small differences in height
seemingly do not change the value of Jtall(woman)K from 1 to 0. Put another way, as
the heights of x and y converge, the values Jtall(x)K and Jtall(y)K also converge. This
implies that a small change in height should not be the difference between the tall
entities and the not tall entities. That is, vague predicates are “stable” in the manner
demanded by continuity.22

Despite this affinity between tolerance and continuity, Smith (2008) argues that
continuity is too strong a constraint to model tolerance. First, continuity overgen-
erates the number of vague predicates.23 Second, sometimes domains are discrete.
For example, the sorites premise for heap works with grains of sand, not fractional
grains of sand.24 Topologically speaking, every discrete domain could support a
continuous function, but we want to distinguish between “discrete” vague predicates
like heap and “discrete” non-vague predicates like has 100 hairs or fewer.

Instead, Smith argues for a “local” notion of continuity, which he dubs “close-
ness.” Vague predicates support local continuity (a small change in input produces at

22 Indeed, tolerance is often formulated in terms that resemble (if not mimicking exactly) continuity.
For instance, Égré (2009: 110) formulates his probabilistic account as follows: “If the probability for
a given stimulus n to be seen as A is α , then the probability for a sufficiently similar stimulus n+1 to
be seen as A should be sufficiently close to α .”

23 In order to define continuity, we need to impose a topology on the set constituting the domain of the
predicate P. For example, if a subset S of the domain satisfies the following property, S is a basis
element of the relevant topology.

(1) (x≤ zy∧ y ∈ S∧ z ∈ S)→ x ∈ S

That is, if x is at least as close to z as y is, and y and z are both in S, then x is in S. (This is Smith’s
three-place similarity relationship, but he makes a convincing argument that a two-place similarity
relationship works similarly.) Then ∀x,y(x ≤ yx), which means that every singleton set is a basis
element of the topology, and, consequently, every function between sets of entities is continuous.
Such a topology fails to discriminate between linguistically vague predicates and predicates like has
100 hairs or fewer. The latter is not vague. Yet if we impose the topology generated by (1) on the
domains of all predicates, all predicates will turn out to be vague, an unwelcome result.

24 See also Van Deemter 2010: 151.
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most a small change in the value of the function) but not “global” continuity, which
Smith (2008: 155) describes as the following: “for any positive-sized target area in
the co-domain (whether or not we would ordinarily regard it as ‘small’) we can find
a positive-sized launch area in the domain (which again need not be ‘small’ in the
ordinary absolute sense) such that everything sent by the function from that launch
area lands in that target area.”

Similarly, Weber & Colyvan (2010) argue for an understanding of tolerance as
something like local continuity. According to them, “A predicate is vague iff its
characteristic function is locally constant but not globally constant” (p. 318), where
local constancy is understood in a way similar to “local” continuity (27). Indeed, the
authors write, “[s]ubstituting ‘continuous’ for ‘constant’ . . . would make no great
difference,” (fn. 17) acknowledging Smith’s objections to global continuity.

(27) A function f is locally constant iff for each x ∈ X there is a neighborhood of
x Ux such that the restriction of f to Ux is constant.

Weber & Colyvan (2010: 325) explain that “the core notion of local constancy is a
generalization of the principle of tolerance.”

Thus, the principle of tolerance—a key property of the sorites premise—approximates
the work of local continuity. This raises the question: how local is local? In trying
to answer this question, Rizza (2013) shows that local continuity collapses into a
version of global continuity, which is subject to Smith’s critiques.25 Rather, Rizza
(2013: 364) suggests, “sorites-type arguments [are] based on a dichotomy between a
local and global level.”

I agree with Rizza’s diagnosis. It turns out, however, that this dichotomy is
captured by Chichilnisky’s theorem, which relies on (global) continuity. When
defined in terms like (24c), continuity emphasizes what Saari (2008: 57) calls “local
behavior”: if x and xn are so close together that they are difficult to distinguish, so
must be f (x) and f (xn) (where f is a continuous function). But this ignores the
global structure of the domain, and when the local structure and the global structure
disagree, problems arise. Saari (2008: 57) provides the following example: “If we
lived on a huge circle and used only local information, we would view the circle as
being, essentially, a straight line.” And the camping problem demonstrates the perils
of treating circles as lines.

25 Rizza discusses Weber & Colyvan 2010 in terms specific to their proposal, and I am adding my own
gloss here. Interestingly, Rizza considers a variant of Weber & Colyvan’s argument: “a property
P satisfies tolerance exactly when it holds at x if and only if it holds at x+ ε , for every nilsquare
[i.e. quantities whose square is 0] ε . This is equivalent to saying that the characteristic function of P
is locally constant, i.e., does not vary over a linear element” (p. 363). This definition of tolerance
bears a striking resemblance to the definition of tolerant predicates as defined over a semi-ordered
domain (see above).
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Perhaps ironically, then, the continuity assumption draws support from the
fact that it fails in just the right way and in just the right contexts. If, as argued
above, the structure of the multidimensional space of standards is like a circle, then a
“continuous” function over this space (and subject to other constraints like unanimity
and anonymity) will exhibit a dichotomy between local and global behavior. In
other words, such a function isn’t continuous at all, but merely appears so in local
domains. Since this is precisely the case with the meanings of vague predicates, as
discussed further in section 6, the continuity assumption is justified.

5 Absolute adjectives

Further evidence for the social choice approach comes from non-vague adjectives,
so-called “absolute” adjectives like full. On the present account, the property distin-
guishing absolute from relative adjectives is the dimensionality of their standards.
If vagueness is a problem of collective choice, this distinction explains both why
vagueness effects do not generally arise in absolute adjectives and why such effects
may arise if more dimensions are introduced into the aggregation process.

Absolute adjectives have “rigid”—context independent—standards, while rel-
ative adjectives tend to have standards that vary with context. In degree-theoretic
terms, Kennedy & McNally (2005) analyze absolute adjectives as describing entities
that either possess a non-zero amount of the property indicated by the adjective,
or they possess the maximal amount. These interpretations affect the types of de-
fault entailments the adjectives have. In (28a), for example, the door possesses
zero degrees of “openness” (due to the interaction with negation) and therefore the
continuation with but it is still ajar is semantically odd. In (28b), in contrast, the
possession of zero degrees of “tallness” (not to say zero degrees of height) does not
conflict with above-average height.

(28) a. # The door is not open, but it is still ajar.
b. Sam is not tall, but he is above average in height.

Kennedy (2007) provides four ways of distinguishing absolute adjectives from
adjectives like tall: natural precisifications, entailments (like 28a), interpretations
with the definite article (like the straight one), and participation in the sorites
paradox. The latter is most relevant here. Absolute adjectives do not easily give rise
to the sorites paradox because the second premise is judged to be false (29).

(29) Premise 1: A theater in which every seat is occupied is full.
Premise 2: Any theater with one fewer occupied seat than a full theater is
full.
Conclusion: Therefore, any theater in which half of (none of, etc.) the seats
are occupied is full. (Kennedy 2007: 30)
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This (along with Kennedy’s three other types of evidence) supports the claim that
absolute adjectives are distinct from relative adjectives. In particular, (29) suggests
that absolute adjectives are not vague.

Despite the evidence in (29), however, absolute adjectives may sometimes exhibit
vagueness effects. In some cases, what looks like vagueness actually results from
“imprecision.” This is the type of effect responsible for an utterance like (30) made
in the context of a theatre with very few people in it. This effect is often referred to
as “loose talk.”

(30) This theatre is empty.

In other cases—more troubling for the absolute vs. relative generalization—absolute
adjectives are vague for reasons not easily traceable to imprecision. In (31), for
instance, it is possible that the glass is filled only half-way (Rotstein & Winter
2004).

(31) This glass of wine is full.

Examples like (31) aren’t simply instances of loose talk; “it is difficult to imagine
that we are taking the glass’s maximal capacity as the standard” and speaking loosely
(McNally 2011: 158).

Since even absolute adjectives may be vague, various researchers have attributed
the difference between absolute and relative adjectives to something other than the
adjectival standard (the semantic locus of vagueness phenomena). This includes
distinctions premised on rule- vs. similarity-based classification (McNally 2011),
counterpart vs. extensional comparison classes (Toledo & Sassoon 2011), maximal
vs. restricted comparison classes (van Rooij 2011), and asymmetric vs. symmetric
indifference relations (Burnett 2014). These accounts share a common intuition,
which I likewise adopt: in context-dependent cases like (31), the standards of
absolute adjectives incorporate more information than they normally do. For (31),
this might include information about the relevant size and shape of the glass or the
purpose of the wine (e.g., for drinking or tasting). In McNally’s (2011) version, for
example, while the context-independent use of full only makes reference to volume,
the context-dependent use in (31) requires taking into account both volume and the
“type of container.”

This type of approach is natural if the context-independent use (the use in 29) is
the default use, as nearly all of the above accounts assume. For example, McNally’s
description realizes the difference between the context-independent and the context-
dependent use of full in a manner equivalent to the distinction between (32a) and
(32b), respectively.

(32) a. s(full) = (volume)
b. s(full) = (volume, type of container)
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As the distinction between (32a) and (32b) implies, the vagueness of full is a
function of the dimensionality of its standard. In their non-vague uses, absolute ad-
jectives have the structure of a one-dimensional space of standards. These adjectives
are seemingly sensitive to only one value, like volume in the case of full or degree of
bend in the case of straight.26 And if the space of standards is one-dimensional, the
domain of the aggregation function is more like a line than a circle. Aggregation
problems do not arise; it is possible for an aggregation function to be continuous,
anonymous, and unanimous (Chichilnisky 1982: 347).27

Thus, absolute and relative adjectives are distinguished by the dimensionality
of their standards. In multidimensional choice spaces, like the space of relative
adjectival standards, unanimous, anonymous, and continuous aggregation functions
fail. In one-dimensional choice spaces, in contrast, such aggregation rules are
well-behaved.28

If the dimensionality of the standard distinguishes absolute and relative adjec-
tives, then this is also a natural place to locate the source of vagueness effects. In
the default case, absolute adjectives are distinguished from relative adjectives by
considering only one value, like volume in the case of full. In their vague uses,
however, the standards of absolute adjectives (32b) look a lot like the standards of
relative adjectives (20a).

(32b) s(full) = (volume, type of container)

(20a) s(tall) = (height, ordinal rank in comparison class)

26 As a corollary, these adjectives are insensitive to variations in other dimensions. For example, van
Rooij (2011) describes how absolute adjectives are insensitive to changes in the relevant comparison
class.

27 This idea is contained within a theorem by Chichilnisky & Heal (1983).

Chichilnisky and Heal 1983. The space P allows for topological aggregation if and only if each
closed path is homotopic to the constant path. (In other words, there are no “holes” in P .)

For a definition of “homotopic” and the topological notion of a “hole,” see the Appendix.
28 Perhaps some evidence for dimensionality as the distinguishing factor comes from multidimen-

sional adjectives. Some multidimensional adjectives pattern like absolute adjectives with respect to
modification (1) and definite descriptions (see Grinsell (2013)).

(1) a. Stephen is {perfectly, almost, ??slightly} healthy.

b. Tony is {??perfectly, slightly} abnormal.

c. Ruth is {perfectly, slightly} familiar with these routines.

But adjectives like healthy, abnormal, and familiar display vagueness effects. In particular, multidi-
mensional adjectives like healthy have borderline cases and they participate in the sorites paradox
(see 10 and 11). What distinguishes an adjective like full (in its default use) from healthy is not the
presence or absence of scalar endpoints, but rather how much information the standard takes into
account.
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An aggregation function defined over the multidimensional choice space of (32b)
creates collective choice problems deriving from the same source as with relative
adjectives: the mutual incompatibility of unanimity, anonymity, and continuity. And
this, in turn, is the cause of vagueness effects, as I discuss in the next section.

6 The curse of dimensionality

In section 4, I argued for a conception of relative gradable adjectives like tall as
collective choice functions whose domain is a multidimensional choice space. Given
some plausible constraints on this collective choice function—unanimity, anonymity,
and continuity—Chichilnisky (1982) showed that such functions are impossible.
And in section 5, I argued for a conception of absolute gradable adjectives like full
as collective choice functions whose domain is a unidimensional choice space. Over
such a space, unanimous, anonymous, and continuous aggregation functions are well
defined. The difference in vagueness effects between relative and absolute adjectives
therefore comes down to a difference in the dimensionality of the choice space. The
dimensionality of the choice space determines whether unanimity, anonymity, and
continuity are consistent.

Vagueness effects flow from the mutual incompatibility of unanimity, anonymity,
and continuity. On this account, the sorites paradox represents a tradeoff between
competing assumptions. In (33), for instance, both Premise 1 and the Conclusion
reflect the assumption of unanimity: every contextually relevant standard should
agree that a 2m tall woman is tall, and that a 1m tall woman is not tall. This means
that the aggregated standard will reflect that a 2m tall woman is tall and a 1m woman
is not tall.

(33) Premise 1: A 2m tall woman is tall.
Premise 2: Any woman 1mm shorter than a tall woman is tall.
Conclusion: Therefore, a 1m tall woman is tall.

Premise 2 embraces the assumptions of anonymity and continuity. Continuity, be-
cause a small change in a tall woman’s height should not take her from the positive
extension of tall to the negative extension of tall. Anonymity, because it seems
implausible that there is one contextually relevant standard that is somehow more im-
portant than another. As we have seen, however, these assumptions are inconsistent,
and the sorites paradox is paradoxical because it rests on inconsistent assumptions.
All of the assumptions are attractive, but they cannot be held simultaneously.

The other vagueness effects, borderline cases and boundarylessness, follow from
similar reasoning. Borderline cases reflect the undefinedness of non-unanimous
cases. The standard-setting functions within vague predicates, like s(tall) in (34),
are collective choice functions over a multidimensional space of possible standards.
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(34) JtallK = λx.tall(x)≥ s(tall)

When the standards do not unanimously agree, such functions may fail to return a
value.29 This is the essence of borderline “indecision.”

Likewise, boundarylessness is a consequence of the fact that standards of
membership—whether in the positive extension of an adjective, among the border-
line cases of an adjective, or among the prototypical cases of an adjective—all induce
a collective choice over a multidimensional choice space. The sort of aggregation
problem that leads to vagueness will also lead to higher-order vagueness.

Thus, vagueness effects represent the tension inherent in the assumptions of
unanimity, anonymity, and continuity in a multidimensional choice space. Fara
(2002: 50) asked three questions of a vagueness analysis: is the sorites premise true;
if not, why are we unable to say which pair of entities falsifies it; and what is it about
vague predicates that make them seem boundaryless? To consider Fara’s questions
is to consider the tradeoffs among unanimity, anonymity, and continuity that they
correspond to.

Fara’s version of the sorites premise is (35).

(35) ∀x∀y(tall(x)∧x∼ tally→ tall(y))

As discussed earlier, the sorites premise reflects the continuity assumption. Con-
tinuity is associated with stability, and stability signals tolerance—our judgments
about whether someone is tall should be stable up to small changes in height. But,
by Chichilnisky’s result, continuity is in tension with unanimity in multidimensional
choice spaces (see the Appendix).30 If the sorites premise is true, then the unanimity
premise must not be. Similarly, if the unanimity premise is true, then continuity
must not be, which means that the sorites premise is false.

Thus, whether we consider the sorites premise to be true or not depends on which
tradeoffs among Chichilnisky’s assumptions we are willing to make. The same is
true for Fara’s second question, the “epistemic question”: if the sorites premise is
false, why are we unable to say which one (or more) of its instances are untrue? Or,
to frame the question another way, which member of the sorites series for a predicate
F is the first to fail the test of unanimity?31 If we could answer this question, we
would have to give up on continuity. Continuity requires treating similarly situated

29 In a very real sense, the aggregation function in this context is semi-decidable. See Changizi 1999 for
a discussion of vagueness as undecidability.

30 I concentrate on unanimity rather than anonymity because a violation of anonymity leads to a
“dictatorship,” in which one standard determines the outcome of the aggregation of standards. This
does not appear to be the case with relative adjectives. It may be the case with absolute adjectives,
but exploring this option would not change the account of vagueness given here (though it would
change the framing of section 5).

31 There may be no one unique “first” to fail the test of unanimity. Different members of the sorites
series can be the first to fail unanimity for different reasons.
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standards similarly, and an answer to the epistemic question requires us to make a
distinction between such standards. Preserving continuity, on the other hand, means
rejecting the idea that there is a member of the sorites series that is the first to fail
the test of unanimity. This implies a rejection of unanimity as a meaningful measure
of predicate membership.32

It may be no surprise that a paradox arises as a result of holding inconsistent
premises. So why should we hold inconsistent premises in the first place? This
question is an analogue of Fara’s “psychological question.” And the answer has to
do with the “curse of dimensionality.”

Saari (2008: 13) refers to the pathologies of collective choice in a multidimen-
sional choice space as “the curse of dimensionality.” In multidimensional choice
spaces, the structure of the “local” choice space can look very different from the
structure of the “global” choice space. This is what Saari means when he writes,
“By extracting and using only local information about the structure of the domain,
there is nothing to prevent [the continuous aggregation function] from treating the
domain as a line, rather than a circle” (p. 57). From the perspective of an aggregation
function restricted to a local domain, a circle may look like a line, just as the Earth
looks flat from the perspective of a someone observing their immediate surroundings
(Kronewetter & Saari 2008).

To illustrate this curse using Saari’s discrete voting example, consider a vote
between only two alternatives, A and B. If A receives 40 votes and B receives 60,
the aggregation function will properly declare B the winner. Representing this result
on a line between A and B, the point • in Fig. 4(a) represents both the election
outcome and the profile of voters (how much support each alternative received from
the voters).

Now suppose there are two pairs to decide between: {A,B} and {C,D}, as in
Fig. 4(b), with 55% supporting D over C. While the point • accurately describes
the outcome of this election, it is compatible with at least two different profiles of
voters. In one profile, 55% of the voters prefer the B,D outcome, 40% prefer A,C,
and 5% prefer B,C. In another, 45% prefer B,C, 40% prefer A,D, and only 15%
prefer the actual outcome B,D. To put it another way, in the first profile, the majority
supports the outcome, and in the second, 85% oppose it!

The domain of the aggregation function (majority vote in Saari’s example)
increases from a one-dimensional line in Fig. 4(a) to a four-dimensional space in
Fig. 4(b) (each direction in Fig. 4(b) represents a voter type, (A,C) or (A,D) or
(B,C) or (B,D)). In this higher-dimensional space, the outcome is compatible with

32 It is important to keep in mind that unanimity, anonymity, and continuity represent restrictions on
the choice of adjectival standard. Therefore, these assumptions only indirectly affect things like
predicate membership.
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(a)

A B

(b)

C

D

A B

Figure 4 Pairwise voting: one-pair and two-pair (Saari 2008: 33).

a wider range of profiles.33 In other words, in a multidimensional choice space, the
aggregation function loses information: it is no longer possible to determine how
many votes each candidate received by looking at the outcome of the election. And
as the number of (pairwise) comparisons increases, things get out of hand in a hurry.
For 3 or more pairs, the electoral outcome is compatible with a five-dimensional
domain of profiles.34

Thus, constraints on aggregation functions meant to impose stability cause
increasing information loss in multidimensional choice space.35 Something similar
is going on in the continuous framework. There, “the difficulties arise when the
domain connects into the circular structure, and nothing is provided to permit the
[aggregation] rule to bend around this crucial information” (Saari 2008: 57).

The distinction between unidimensional and multidimensional choice spaces is
the “dichotomy” noted by Rizza (2013). Indeed, with a little squinting, it is clear
that this dichotomy pervades other accounts of vagueness phenomena, as well. For

33 Specifically, a two-dimensional space of profiles (Saari 2008: 35, fn. 7).
34 As the dimensionality of the domain of profiles increases, the prevalence of potentially “degenerate”

profiles also increases. In the voting example, this includes cyclic profiles (like A > B, B >C, and
C > A). Condorcet’s paradox arises in multidimensional spaces because “the cyclic outcome reflects
the average over all supporting profiles—even over cyclic profiles that are explicitly forbidden [by
the assumption of transitive voters]” (Saari 2008: 39). See also Saari 2008: 151: “[T]he majority
vote rule confuses the actual [Condorcet profile] with a class of supporting profiles that is heavily
dominated by cyclic preferences from a statistical point of view.”

35 As Saari argues, the analogue to continuity in the discrete framework is the restriction to pairwise
comparisons (a version of Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives). Pairwise comparisons impose
local consistency at the expense of losing information. The relationship between Independence and
continuity is also emphasized by Baryshnikov (1997).
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example, many-valued logics and contextualism target the tension between local
and global properties. In accounting for the invalidity of the sorites paradox, both
approaches attempt to validate “local” inferences (“any woman 1mm shorter than a
tall woman is tall”) while invalidating “global” inferences (“if a 2m tall woman is
tall, then a 1m tall woman is tall”).

In Cobreros et al.’s (2012) many-valued approach, for example, there are three
notions of truth: classical truth, tolerant truth, and strict truth (this approach is
therefore equivalent to a three-valued logic (Cobreros et al. 2015)). Tolerant truth
is a weaker notion of truth than classical truth, and strict truth is a stronger notion.
The local inferences—the inferences that make up the second premise of the sorites
argument—are tolerantly true. The idea is that you can only string so many tol-
erantly true inferences together (at the same time) before you end up with a false
conclusion.36 For example, Cobreros et al. (2012: 376) validate each individual step
in the sorites premise (36a), but not the universally-quantified version (36b).37

(36) a. Premise 1: P(a)
Premise 2: a∼ b
Conclusion: P(b)

b. Premise 1: P(a)
Premise 2: ∀i ∈ [i,n−1] ai ∼ ai+

Conclusion: P(n)

On this approach, vagueness demands a tradeoff between local and global properties,
and the many valued approach has purchased the validity of local inferences at the
expense of the validity of global inferences.

Contextualism makes a similar move. As Smith (2008: 113) describes con-
textualist accounts, “The basic idea behind contextualism is that vagueness is a
diachronic phenomenon, which only emerges when we consider the semantic state
of a language over time (or more generally, over multiple instances of interpreta-
tion).” Contextualist accounts place particular emphasis on the act of interpretation,
arguing that the act itself changes the semantic “facts on the ground.” For example,
Fara (2002: 59) explains that “for any particular x and y that differ in height by just

36 Other many-valued logics share this feature. For example, infinitely-valued logics often use a value
along the interval [0,1] as the “degree of truth” of a certain proposition (Zadeh 1975, Hyde 2008).
Infinitely-valued logics are often defined in such a way that an argument is only valid if it preserves
the maximum degree of truth in the argument’s premises. The sorites argument fails to be valid on
this account because each step in the second premise, while “almost true” itself, reduces the degree of
truth of the conclusion bit by bit. In this way, the first premise is perfectly true, each instantiation of
the tolerance principle is almost perfectly true, and the conclusion is perfectly false. Since the sorites
argument fails to preserve the maximum degree of truth, it is invalid.

37 The key to the validity of (36a) and the simultaneous invalidity of (36b) is an intransitive notion of
logical consequence.
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1mm, the very act of our evaluation raises the similarity of the pair to salience, which
has the effect of rendering true the very instance we are considering.” Like other
contextualist accounts (Kamp 1981, Raffman 1994, Shapiro 2006), Fara affirms
each instance of the sorites premise (if n is P, then n+1 is P) without affirming the
universally-quantified version (∀n if n is P, then n+1 is P).

Tellingly, however, if we consider each instance of the sorites premise simulta-
neously, the sorites paradox resurfaces. Fara’s response is that such simultaneous
consideration is impossible. Each comparison cannot be simultaneously salient to
the speaker: “there are too many pairs for us to actively entertain each similarity”
(p. 69).

The “simultaneous consideration” problem, arising in both many-valued logic
and contextualism, sharply reveals the tension that these sorts of accounts must
navigate between inferences in local domains and inferences in global domains. If
you only consider one pair at a time, then no paradox; if you consider all pairs at the
same time (by universally quantifying over them), then paradox. It is this tension
that also gives rise to the social choice paradoxes, including Condorcet’s paradox
and Chichilnisky’s result.

The curse of dimensionality answers the psychological question by showing
that a strategy that works well over simple choice spaces breaks down over more
complex spaces. And the very structure of the sorites paradox—proceeding by nearly
indistinguishable increments—obscures the difference between unidimensional and
multidimensional choice spaces. When we apply a choice rule that works for
unidimensional spaces in multidimensional spaces, we find ourselves mired in
paradox. And applying the unidimensional strategy is likely the best we can do!
After all, the force of Chichilnisky’s result is that any reasonable aggregation function
will founder in certain multidimensional spaces.38

The social choice paradoxes suggest that concentrating on “local” domains will
only resolve the sorites paradox at the cost of making trouble with respect to “global”
domains. Nor will concentrating on global domains solve the problem. To do this
would be to privilege unanimity at the expense of continuity. In other words, the
vagueness globalist would infer from P(a) and ¬P(an) the negation of the sorites
premise: ∃x∃y[P(x)∧ x ∼ Py∧¬P(y). And they would make this inference in the
face of intuitions about local stability, i.e. continuity. Epistemicism does exactly this
(Williamson 1994, Sorensen 2001).

The sorites paradox will not be solved by choosing sides between the local and
global domains. Rather, the paradox emerges from the tension between the two.
The social choice approach to vagueness integrates the insights of prior theories of
vagueness into a view that precisely locates this tension. In particular, this tension

38 See Kronewetter & Saari 2008 for an idea of how to tame—but not eliminate—the curse of dimen-
sionality by altering the assumptions constraining the aggregation function.
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(a)

142 I. Douven et al.

Fig. 1 A two-dimensional
Voronoi diagram

Fact 2.1 All Voronoi polygons/polyhedrons of Voronoi diagrams based on a
Euclidean metric are convex.6

But what reasons do we have for thinking that the designated “constructive
answer” accords with how people actually categorize reality? Some support for
Gärdenfors’s proposal may come from theoretical considerations, in particular
considerations of cognitive economy:

A Voronoi tessellation based on a set of prototypes is a simple way
of classifying a continuous space of stimuli. The partitioning results
in a discretization of the space. The prime cognitive effect is that the
discretization speeds up learning. The reason for this is that remembering
the finite prototypes, which is sufficient to compute the tessellation
once the metric is given, puts considerably less burden on memory than
remembering the categorization of each single point in the space. In
other words, a Voronoi tessellation is a cognitively economical way of
representing information about concepts. Furthermore, having a space
partitioned into a finite number of classes means that it is possible to give
names to the classes. (Gärdenfors [6: 89])

Still, it might be objected that nothing much can be said about how economical
the said way of representing information is as long as we do not know how
much effort it takes to mentally generate a Voronoi diagram from a set of
prototypical points. It would also be an exaggeration to say that the empirical
studies Gärdenfors musters in support of his proposal are conclusive or even
nearly so. Nevertheless, we adopt as our working hypothesis that, to a first
approximation at least, the conceptual spaces approach, coupled with the ideas
of prototypes and Voronoi diagrams as a way of generating categorizations,
captures an important part of the truth about human cognition.

To accommodate the fact that concepts can be vague, one must be able to
make sense of the notion of borderline case, we said in the introduction. The
above theory would seem to have no difficulty with that. Just have another
look at Fig. 1. In the present approach, concepts clearly have borderlines. A

6Gärdenfors [6: 88]. See Okabe et al. [11: 58] for a proof.

(b)

146 I. Douven et al.

So, where an ordinary Voronoi polygon/polyhedron associated with a gen-
erator point consists of precisely those points that lie at least as close to that
generator point as they lie to any other generator point, a collated polygon/
polyhedron associated with a given generator region consists of precisely those
points that are closer to every point in that region than they are to any point
in any other generator region; see Fig. 2 for an illustration. Note that, unlike
an ordinary Voronoi diagram, a collated diagram does not in general exhaust a
space, though a collated diagram together with its boundary region does. Also,
we stick to the terminology of polygons/polyhedrons, even though, depending
on the shapes of the generator regions, the elements of a collated diagram
need not literally be polygons/polyhedrons but may have different shapes as
well (e.g., they may be circles/spheres).

It is natural to define a notion dual to that of a collated polygon/polyhedron,
which we may call the expanded polygon/polyhedron associated with a region:

Definition 4.3 Let R = {r1, . . . , rn} be a set of pairwise disjoint regions of a
space S. Then the region

u(ri) :=
!"

v(p)
#

ri∈R

is the expanded polygon/polyhedron associated with ri.

Consequently, while the collated polygon/polyhedron is the intersection of the
associated polygons/polyhedrons excluding their edges/faces, the expanded
polygon/polyhedron corresponds to the union of the associated Voronoi
polygons/polyhedrons including their edges/faces.

With these definitions in place, we can think of at least two plausible ways
to define the notion of boundary region associated with a collated polygon/
polyhedron u(ri) ∈ U(R).
One possibility is to view this region as the set of points p such that p lies
on a Voronoi edge/face, or is a Voronoi point, of some ν(p′) ∈ V(P) ∈ V(R)

with p′ ∈ ri. On this definition, to be a boundary point of a collated polygon/
polyhedron means to lie on an edge/face of any of the polygons/polyhedrons in
the collation. We shall use the notation b 1

$
u(ri)

%
for boundary regions in this

first sense.

Fig. 2 A collated diagram
with a gappy boundary
region; the collated polygon
associated with generator
region r = {a, b} is the
smallest area containing r that
is enclosed by boundary lines

a
b

Figure 5 A Voronoi diagram (Douven et al. 2013: 142) and a collated Voronoi
diagram (Douven et al. 2013: 146).

resides in attempting to reconcile unanimity, anonymity, and continuity when making
a collective choice over a multidimensional choice space.

7 Conclusion

One advantage of the indecisional approach is that it connects theories of linguistic
meaning to psychological theories of concept representation. For example, Douven
et al. (2013) present a theory of vagueness in terms of “conceptual spaces,” geometric
representations of concepts. Drawing on Gärdenfors 2004, these authors envision
concepts as regions of conceptual space (unidimensional or multidimensional) over
which a distance metric is defined. In order to represent concepts like red, Gärdenfors
then includes a “prototype,” which Douven et al. (2013: 141) describe as “a typical
case, where this is understood as a case that competent members of a given language
community in normal circumstances classify, or would classify, unhesitatingly as
being typical.” This combination results in a division of conceptual space into cells
centered at the relevant prototype. The distance metric determines which points
lie in which cell by determining which points are closest to each prototype. The
product of this process is a “Voronoi diagram.” In Fig. 5(a), the center of each cell
is a prototype, and each cell consists of those points which are closer to its own
prototype than to any other prototype.

Gärdenfors acknowledges it is unlikely that a concept like red has a unique proto-
type; rather, many shades of red may be typical instances of red (Douven et al. 2013:
143). In order to accommodate this insight, Gärdenfors replaces the assumption of
prototypical “points” with prototypical “areas.” In particular, Gärdenfors assumes
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that prototypical areas are circles, and that the distance between any two points on
the circle is 0.

Gärdenfors’s representation is very close to the one presented here. He repre-
sents concepts as topological spaces (metric spaces are topological spaces) with
an analogue of holes. In his theory, the distance from a point in the “hole,” the
prototypical area, to the center of the space is imaginary.39 As Douven et al. (2013:
144) note, this is “not easy to interpret if distances are supposed to reflect degrees of
similarity.” In the present account, there is no need for a distance metric, thereby
avoiding this difficulty.

Douven et al. recognize this drawback and adopt an alternate strategy: each
prototypical point determines a separate Voronoi diagram, and these diagrams col-
lectively determine the conceptual space (Fig. 5(b)). They then develop a notion
of a borderline case that is associated with points that fall along “thick” borders in
a collated Voronoi diagram. This sort of approach makes great strides in uniting
linguistic theories of vagueness (in particular data about borderline cases) with
psychological representations of concepts. And one advantage of this unification, as
Douven et al. make clear, is that it renders hypotheses about vagueness phenomena
susceptible to familiar experimental testing.

Douven et al. acknowledge that their theory of vagueness must yet account
for more phenomena.40 In particular, it works well for perceptual cases but not
complex or abstract cases (p. 138), and it has yet to be extended to “soriticality”
(id.), concepts like tall, poor and beautiful (p. 141), and the boundarylessness (or
higher-order vagueness) of both prototypical and borderline cases (p. 151-52). The
present account, though not exactly in the same vein, makes progress on these
extensions.

A second advantage of the indecisional approach is its methodological promiscu-
ity. Social choice results have an intimate relationship to game-theoretic phenomena
like the existence of competitive equilibria (Heal 1997). Therefore, these approaches
may prove useful in game-theoretic treatments of linguistic phenomena (including
vagueness effects, see Qing & Franke (2014)). Indeed, these results have already
been applied to optimality theory (List & Harbour 2000). Social choice methods
are also naturally applicable to other semantic domains in which a choice must be
made among a collection of ranked alternatives. The semantics of modals, involving

39 It is therefore doubtful that these spaces are convex in any meaningful sense, as Gärdenfors intends.
40 Both Douven et al. 2013 and the present approach rely on multiple standards. Douven et al. use

multiple prototypes in their construction of the conceptual space for a vague adjective like red. These
prototypes (or, more specifically, some distance from them) might reasonably be associated with the
adjectival standard for red. Douven et al.’s insight is that vagueness effects become easier to capture
if it is assumed that multiple standards factor into the meaning of a vague predicate simultaneously.
The present account respects this insight.
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a choice of possible world or worlds from a set of ranked alternatives, is a prime
candidate (Grinsell 2014).

Apart from these advantages, however, this account vindicates Lewis’s original
observation. Social choice theory makes clear the sense in which vagueness effects
result from paradoxes of decision making. The sorites paradox and Condorcet’s
paradox derive from the same source: it is impossible to make a collective decision
over a multidimensional choice space under reasonable constraints like unanimity,
anonymity, and continuity. So we waffle; we flip-flop; we vacillate. In other words,
vagueness is semantic indecision.

Appendix: Homotopy

This Appendix constitutes a (relatively) short and informal proof that an anonymous,
unanimous, and continuous function over a choice space consisting of multidimen-
sional adjectival standards does not exist. Below, I rely heavily on Lauwers (2009),
but other treatments can be found in Chichilnisky (1980, 1982), Baigent (2010),
Lauwers (2000), Mehta (1997).

In subsection 4.2, we established that preferences (or standards) may be repre-
sented by points along the boundary of a circle. Therefore, for an n-agent system,
the social preference can be represented as a function from n points on a circle (the
agents’ preferences) to a point on the circle (the social preference) (37).

(37) f : S×S× . . .×S −→ S

A “profile” is an n-tuple p = {p, p, . . . , pn}, where pi denotes the preferences of
individual i, and p ∈ S×S× . . .×S. Chichilnisky required the function in (37) to
obey unanimity, anonymity, and continuity (24a-24c, repeated from above).

(24a) Unanimity: for each point p ∈ S, f (p, p, . . . , p) = p.

(24b) Anonymity: for any p,q ∈ S, f (p,q) = f (q, p).

(24c) Continuity: for any map f : Rm→ Rk, the map f is continuous at p ∈Rm if

a. for each ε > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that | f (q)− f (p)|< ε as soon as
|q− p|< δ .

The clearest way to see that these requirements conflict is to use algebraic
topology, which is handy for studying continuous maps between different kinds
of spaces. Topology doesn’t care about metrics or distances between points in a
space, but rather the overall “shape” of a space. For example, a topologist does not
distinguish a circle from a square because it is possible to construct a continuous
bijective map (whose inverse is also continuous) from one to the other. This is a
fancy way of saying that one can be stretched into the shape of the other.
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Let P be a topological space of individual preferences, like S. We are look-
ing for an aggregation rule F : Pn→P that satisfies continuity, unanimity, and
anonymity. The unanimity restriction on F means that F(p, p, . . . , p) = p, i.e. if
every individual has the same preferences, the aggregation function returns these
preferences. Call the set of unanimity profiles DIAG, and define ∆ to be the una-
nimity restriction on F , ∆(p, p, . . . , p) = p. The question is then whether there is a
unanimous, anonymous, and continuous F : Pn→P such that F ◦ i = ∆, where i
is the inclusion map of the unanimity profiles into the set of profiles.

(38)
DIAG

P×P× . . .×P

P

i F

∆ (Lauwers 2009: 460)

The answer is no, and to understand why the requirements of unanimity, anonymity,
and continuity conflict, we translate this topological question into an algebraic one.
The translation takes topological spaces into group theoretic objects in a principled
way. In particular, spaces are translated into groups, and a continuous map between
spaces is translated into a homomorphism between groups. (This is done through a
functor called the first homotopy group.)

Briefly, a group (G,∗) is a mathematical object consisting of a set G and an
operation ∗ that meets certain conditions (39).

(39) a. Identity: There is a special element e with e∗ x = x∗ e = e.

b. Inverse: For any x, there is an x− with x∗ x− = x− ∗ x = e.

c. Associativity: For any x,y,z, x∗ (y∗ z) = (x∗ y)∗ z

For example, the set of integers and the operation of addition (Z,+) is a group under
this definition. A homomorphism φ : G→ H between groups (G,∗) and (H, ·) is
a map that preserves algebraic structure, i.e. it takes the identity element in G to
the identity element in H, the inverses in G to the inverses in H, and it respects the
operation of ∗ as in (40).

(40) φ(g ∗g) = φ(g) ·φ(g)
We translate the space of individual preferences P into a group Π and the

continuous function F into a homomorphism F∗, as in (41).

(41) F∗ : Π ×Π × . . .×Π −→Π

This is a homomorphism from the group consisting of n-tuples of individual pref-
erences (Π×Π× . . .×Π) to a single preference (Π). The group analogue of the
cartesian product is the “direct product,” denoted ×, which takes two groups (say
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G and H) and constructs a new group (G×H). The elements of the new group are
(g,h) with g ∈ G and h ∈ H, and the binary operation × is defined component-wise,
i.e. (g,h)× (g,h) = (g ∗g,h ◦h). Therefore, we note that for each a in Π,
we have

(42) (a,a, . . . ,a) = (a,e, . . . ,e)∗ (e,a,e, . . . ,e)∗ . . .∗ (e,e, . . . ,e,a)
with e the identity element.

Applying the homomorphism F∗ to (42), unanimity and anonymity imply

(43) a = F∗(a,a, . . . ,a) unanimity
= F∗((a,e, . . . ,e)∗ (e,a,e, . . . ,e)∗ . . .∗ (e,e, . . . ,e,a)) (42)
= F∗(a,e, . . . ,e)∗F∗(e,a,e, . . . ,e)∗ . . .∗F∗(e,e, . . . ,e,a) homomorphism
= F∗((a,e, . . . ,e)∗F∗(a,e, . . . ,e)∗ . . .∗F∗(a,e, . . . ,e)) anonymity

Let F∗(a,e, . . . ,e) = a′. Since the group (Π,∗) is commutative (which I won’t show),
it turns out that we can treat the operator ∗ like we would treat addition (+) over the
integers. This means that

(44) a = F∗(a,a, . . . ,a) = a′+a′+ . . .+a′

= na′

And, in general,

(45) F∗(a,a, . . . ,an) = n−(a+a+ . . .+an)

What (45) tells us is that the unanimous, anonymous, and continuous aggregation
function we are looking for is something like arithmetic mean. But as the camping
example illustrated, the mean is not continuous in certain spaces—namely, spaces
with holes.

To prove this, we need the notion of the first homotopy group. A “path” is a
continuous function α : [0,1]→ X from the unit interval to a topological space X ,
with α(0) mapping to the initial point of the path and α(1) mapping to the final
point (Fig. 6(a)). A “loop” is a path in which α(0) = α(1). Usually, this point is
identified at x, as in Fig. 6(b).

Roughly speaking, two paths are considered to be “homotopic” if they can be
continuously deformed—shrunk, stretched, twisted, but not torn—into one another.
The homotopy relation is an equivalence relation. It is reflexive (each path is
homotopic to itself), symmetric (if α is homotopic to β , then β is homotopic to α)
and transitive (if α is homotopic to β , and β is homotopic to γ , then α is homotopic
to γ). We can use this relation to create equivalence classes of loops. Denote the
equivalence class of the loop α as [α]. Then, the “first homotopy group” is a group
formed from the set of equivalence classes of loops starting at some point x.
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(a)

α(0)

α(1)

(b)

x

α

β

(c)

x

α

β

Figure 6 Loops on a closed disk and an annulus.

In Fig. 6(b), for instance, the two loops α and β are homotopic to one another—
we can continuously shrink the closed disk until α and β overlap completely.
Moreover, we can keep shrinking the disk until both α and β are equivalent to the
“constant loop,” the loop that begins and ends at x and goes nowhere in between
(that is, the constant loop is the point x). And we can do this for all loops in the
closed disk. Therefore, the set of equivalence classes of loops starting at x in the
closed disk is just the set of equivalence classes of the constant loop.

How do we make a group out of this set of equivalence classes? We do this by
defining an operation that respects the axioms of groups (39). This turns out to be
the operation of path composition. The path composition operation (◦) is constructed
as follows: α ◦β is a loop that first goes around α and then around β .41

Now we are in a position to define the first homotopy group. This is the group
(π(X ,x),◦), where π(X ,x) represents the set of equivalence classes of loops
in a space X starting at x, and ◦ is the path composition operation. In the group
(π(D,x),◦), where D represents the closed disk, each closed path is homotopic to
the constant loop. Therefore, this group is trivial, i.e. it is isomorphic to the group
consisting only of zero and the addition operation ({0},+).

However, consider the annulus in Fig. 6(c). Loops in the annulus cannot be
shrunken to a point because of the hole in the middle. In this case, loops are
homotopic just in case they go around the hole in the same direction the same number
of times (like α and β in Fig. 6(c)). One can walk along the path α one time, or
two times, or three . . . . And one can walk along the path α in the opposite direction

41 The identity element is the constant loop, denoted [α], and the inverse element for any loop α is the
same loop traveling in the opposite direction.
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once, twice, etc. In the end, the homotopy group of the annulus is isomorphic to the
integers under addition, (π(A,x),◦)∼= (Z,+), where A represents the annulus.

Imagine that the outer radius of the annulus is fixed, and that the inner radius
increases until it equals the outer radius. Then we have a circle S with the same
homotopy group as the annulus, (π(S,x),◦)∼= (Z,+).

We can now prove Chichilnisky’s theorem and its linguistic corollary. If we
interpret the circle S as representing the set of standards a speaker may use to
describe whether something is, for example, expensive, then a slight change in the
aggregated standard represents movement along the boundary of the circle. If we
imagine the standard changing (in a continuous manner) all the way around the
circle, this is equivalent in group-theoretic terms to the integer 1. Suppose there
is a unanimous, anonymous, and continuous function F∗ : Zn→ Z (recall that the
homotopy group of the circle S is equivalent to the group (Z,+)). By (44), repeated
below, 1 = na′.

(44) 1 = F∗(a,a, . . . ,a) = a′+a′+ . . .+a′ = na′

For a = 1, this means that there must be some integer a′ such that na′ = 1. Since
n≥ 2 (representing the assumption of multiple potential standards), such an integer
a′ does not exist.
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